Access Free Pearl Cove

Pearl Cove
One gourmet party. Six potential couples.
The taste of love? The last thing Kiet
Viravaidya wants to do on Christmas Day is
deliver oysters from his farm to a party that
he's not invited to. But duty calls-the party
is being hosted by Christophe, a chef who is
a regular client, and having been stung by
embezzlement, Kiet's business needs the
money. Kiet doesn't want to talk to people,
and history has taught him he can't trust
anyone, especially not the gorgeous
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stranger in a ridiculous Christmas dress
with dangling Santa earrings. Zoe Russell
loves Christmas but thanks to her family,
the last couple of Christmases haven't been
much fun. When she's invited to
Christophe's Christmas party, she leaps to
say yes. Zoe spies Kiet shucking oysters in
the kitchen, and something about his
competent hands draws her to him. She
wants to know more about him, and as a
forensic accountant, she can't resist the
thrill of figuring out who is embezzling from
his business. It seems like the perfect
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reason to spend time together.
For fans of beloved romance writer
Elizabeth Lowell comes this two-in-one
volume at a special price.
When Marlow House reopens as a bed and
breakfast, one of its first guests is
Danielle’s former mother-in-law, who
Danielle has not talked to since moving to
Oregon. The mother-in-law brings with her
one of the country’s top mediums. Or as
Danielle calls him, one of the country’s top
con-men.
The mediums of Beach Drive don’t take
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rumors of a witches’ coven seriously—not
until it threatens one of their own.
Meanwhile, Officer Brian Henderson can no
longer ignore the secrets of Marlow House.
Can he handle the truth?
The Princess and the Pearl
The Ghost and the Leprechaun
Silver Alert
The Ghost and the Witches’ Coven
Tales of Sasha 9: The Disappearing History
Pearl CoveHarper Collins
LGBT Cozy Romance Mystery Dates can simply be
murder. After barely surviving a terrifying stalker, Kip is
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reexamining his life choices. There’s nothing like almost
dying to make you take stock of things. One bright spot is
that the ever maddening Merrick Dawson has stopped
following him around picking on him. Merrick has begun
dating Peter Harris, who by all accounts is a wonderful
guy. Peter is nice. He’s handsome. He’s downright
annoyingly perfect. When Kip is asked out on a romantic
sunset cruise by one of Pearl Cove’s most eligible
bachelors, he decides he has nothing to lose. Unless he
wants to spend the rest of his days alone, he needs to be
proactive about finding love. But when Kip shows up for
the cruise, instead of champagne and chocolate-covered
strawberries, he finds his date dead. This is book two in my
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Kip O'Connor M/M Cozy Mystery series. Each book has a
cozy feel to it and there is a strong romantic storyline in
each book. No on-page steam but some mild violence.
Main entries by author, then series. Title and subject index
also included.
Pearl is a magical dolphin of the Salty Sea, and today is her
first day of school. Her classmates Echo and Splash make
great new friends! Together they start learning dolphin
skills like magic, music, and jumping. But another student,
Flip, just won't stop bragging. And when he accepts a dare
from an older student, he ends up in terrible danger from a
shark! Can Pearl and her friends save him? It's an exciting
first day at Dolphin School!
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Last Date
A a Fishy Thriller
The Task of Cultural Critique
Last Chance
The Ghost and the Birthday Boy
Two tugboats decide to go to a cove where, in the
dark, everything looks spooky and frightening.
LGBT Cozy Mystery Kip O’Connor lives a simple life
in the little seaside town of Pearl Bay. Unless it’s
tourist season, things tend to be pretty peaceful.
There is, however, one never-ending source of
irritation in the form of Police Chief Merrick Dawson.
Merrick is Kip’s older brother’s BFF, and nothing
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seems to bring Merrick more joy than nagging Kip
about silly things. You’d think a Police Chief would
have more important things to do than lecture Kip on
parking tickets and picking up pet waste, but
somehow Merrick always finds the time. When Kip
decides to take an art class at the local community
college, he’s annoyed to find Merrick has also
enrolled in the course. The instructor takes a shine
to Kip, and soon they become friends outside of
class. Merrick warns Kip of the dangers of blurring
those lines and befriending his teacher, but Kip is
flattered by the attention. When his art teacher is
found stabbed through the forehead with a palette
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knife, Kip is determined to figure out who killed his
new friend. Merrick naturally thinks Kip getting
involved in the investigation is a horrible idea, but
when has Kip ever listened to that irksome, pigheaded Merrick Dawson?
A charming introduction to the Jewish tree-planting
holiday of Tu B'Sh'Vat is accompanied by
information on tree-planting holidays around the
world, instructions for growing a tree, and the story
of young Pearl as she and her grandfather nurture
and plant her tree.
Fate whisked Ruby from a simple life in the
Louisiana Bayou. But her new riches bring more
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treachery than happiness... Even after a year as a
Dumas, Ruby still wonders at the splendor of the
family's New Orleans mansion, and rejoices in the
love of the father she had never known. But true
happiness in her new home is as elusive as d swamp
mist. Ruby must carefully avoid a venomous enemy:
her stepmother, Daphne, who cringes and sneers at
her backwater upbringing. And Ruby's every effort to
befriend her twin sister, Gisselle -- especially since
Gisselle's crippling accident -- is answered with
bitterness and vicious backstabbing. So idyllic
Greenwood -- the exclusive girls' boarding school
that her father has chosen for his daughters' senior
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year -- seems to promise some peace from the
conniving Daphne, and maybe even a fresh start with
Gisselle. But Ruby's kind isn't welcome at
Greenwood, and the legendarily strict headmistress,
Mrs. Ironwood, plots with her stepmother to make
her life miserable. Meanwhile, Gisselle is on a
mission to break every school rule, leaving Ruby to
suffer the humiliating punishments. But Ruby
doesn't lose hope -- until a terrible tragedy leaves
her alone in a world that never really wanted her.
Ruby will have to summon every last ounce of her
Cajun strength to reclaim her home, her future, and
the happiness she once knew....
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Kip O'Connor M/M Mystery Book 3
Pearl's Ocean Magic (Dolphin School #1)
Don't Tempt Me
Blue Smoke and Murder LP
Oriana
It’s hard to know who to trust when you’re worth
billions. Christmas brings uninvited family members
to Marlow House, vying for Chris Glandon’s favor.
One of them may have already killed for it. In the
midst of the mystery Lily is distracted with one
question—what isn't Danielle telling her?
Craig Duffy craves freedom and the open road. His
penchant for avoiding entanglements is challenged
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when he becomes the reluctant caretaker of his
dementia-stricken father. As his father's living
situation becomes increasingly untenable, Craig
decides to take him on a South Florida road trip for
one last hurrah.
Past and present collide when a secret from the
1920s wreaks havoc on Marlow House. Walt
struggles to remember what he may have forgotten
before it’s too late.
He'd believed in her once… Years ago, Nathan Dallas
had stood by young Shelby Westmoreland when
she'd claimed a creature had risen from the river one
foggy midnight.Townsfolk had accused Shelby of
crying wolf, but she knew she'd seen something. And
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she never forgot Nathan. and she needed him more
than ever Shelby was all woman now—and Nathan
was back in town, under a cloud of scandal. His dark
stare sent shivers of awareness and apprehension
down her spine. But when wet footprints appeared
and Shelby's belongings mysteriously moved or
disappeared, Nathan answered her cry for help. With
her elusive tormentor near, Nathan became Shelby's
nighttime guardian…and keeper of her heart.
His Christmas Pearl (Rainbow Cove Christmas, #4)
Falling for You
Nighttime Guardian
Pearl Plants a Tree
Wind Chime Summer
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M/M Cozy Mystery Wait just a minute. A whole
month has passed, and no one has been
murdered in Pearl Cove? Things are settling down
in Pearl Cove as Kip and Merrick fumble their way
through a new relationship. There’s no denying
the two men have deep feelings for each other,
but trust issues can play havoc when people don’t
communicate well. When Kip’s office manager,
Helen, has her home burgled, but nothing is
stolen, the Pearl Cove PD has little interest in
solving the case. Kip, Charlene, and Helen decide
a little amateur sleuthing couldn’t hurt anything.
Not surprisingly, Police Chief Dawson disagrees.
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He wholeheartedly disapproves of his boyfriend’s
plan to nab the trespasser. But if the police won’t
do anything, Kip isn’t about to turn his back on his
friend. In fact, it’s rather fun to play detective…
until the thief tries to murder them. This is book
three in my Kip O'Connor M/M Cozy Mystery
series. Each book has a cozy feel to it, and there
is a strong romantic storyline in each book. No onpage graphic steam, but some mild violence.
Tristan disobeys King Lothar's order and is going
to pay for it with his life. To avoid his execution,
Tristan agrees to find the girl the King wishes to
marry, the elusive, golden-hair Oriana. And so the
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wild chase begins. Accompanied by his horse and
dog, and armed with his old battered sword,
Tristan embarks on a life-changing journey. With
hurdles and dangerous encounters lurking on the
way, he will need more than the newly acquired
skill of understanding all creatures. In order to
survive, he must draw on his courage and wit,
challenge the luck and conquer the faith.
In book nine of the Tales of Sasha series, Sasha
has to figure out what to do when the recorded
history of the flying horses disappears! The
History Day celebration is coming up in Crystal
Cove, and Sasha has to pick her favorite story to
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read aloud. But when she unrolls the magical
fabrics with the flying horse history on them, she
discovers that all the words have disappeared!
Can Sasha figure out what happened and find a
way to return the stories to the fabrics in time for
the celebration?
"Billy Big Mouth is a children's allegory about
evolution. Pearl Cove is a pristine sea paradise
where little white Pearlfish live "invisibly" on the
bottom of the cove among the luminous white
Pearl stones. Because the little fish are invisible,
they are safe from Bully Big Mouth, who swims
regularly into Pearl Cove to find something
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delicious to eat." - Provided by Publisher
The Ghost and the Church Lady
To be Continued
Paradise Cove
The Ghost and the Medium
Last Gasp

He might help her...if the price is right. Surrounded by
potential enemies, Hannah McGarry faces the mystery
of her husband's suspicious death, the prospect of
bankruptcy...and the disappearance of the fabulous
Black Trinity necklace that was to be her financial
security. Desperate, she calls Archer Donovan, a silent
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partner in Pear Cove, her late husband's pearl farm
venture. He might help her...if the price is right. Archer
Donovan would rather forget he'd ever heard of Pearl
Cove...its memories of living on the dark side, the soulnumbing certainty that there was no law, no justice, no
mercy; just hunters and the hunted. That life taught him
to trust no one but family. But when Hannah McGarry
calls in an old debt Archer is back in the game. And at
his side in pursuit of the stolen fortune is a woman he
shouldn't want, yet cannot resist...a woman who may
know more than she's telling about her husband's
death...and more than is safe to know about the dark and
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elusive black pearls. With deadly competitors on their
tails, Archer and Hannah race through uncharted
waters in search of the fabulous Black Trinity. And the
closer they come to finding the coveted pearls, the closer
they come to danger and death...and to each other.
When Danielle Boatman inherits Marlow House, she
dreams of turning it into a seaside bed and breakfast.
Since she’s never visited the property, Danielle’s not
sure what awaits her in Oregon. She certainly doesn’t
expect to find one of the house’s previous owners still in
residence. After all, the man has been dead for almost
ninety years—shouldn’t he have moved on by now?
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Bundle of Books 1-4 of the Haunting Danielle Series 1.
The Ghost of Marlow House 2. The Ghost Who Loved
Diamonds 3. The Ghost Who Wasn't 4. The Ghost Who
Wanted Revenge
Lily and Ian’s families come to Frederickport to
celebrate Connor’s first Birthday. Bringing the in-laws
together is not always easy, especially when uninvited
guests from the spirit realm show up.
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The #1 New York
Times bestselling worldwide sensation with more than 12
million copies sold, “a painfully beautiful first novel that
is at once a murder mystery, a coming-of-age narrative
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and a celebration of nature” (The New York Times Book
Review). For years, rumors of the “Marsh Girl” have
haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the North
Carolina coast. So in late 1969, when handsome Chase
Andrews is found dead, the locals immediately suspect
Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But Kya is not what
they say. Sensitive and intelligent, she has survived for
years alone in the marsh that she calls home, finding
friends in the gulls and lessons in the sand. Then the
time comes when she yearns to be touched and loved.
When two young men from town become intrigued by
her wild beauty, Kya opens herself to a new life—until the
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unthinkable happens. Where the Crawdads Sing is at
once an exquisite ode to the natural world, a
heartbreaking coming-of-age story, and a surprising tale
of possible murder. Delia Owens reminds us that we are
forever shaped by the children we once were, and that
we are all subject to the beautiful and violent secrets that
nature keeps.
Haunting Danielle, Books 1 - 4
Tales of Sasha 8: Showtime!
The Dragon's Eye
Where the Crawdads Sing (Movie Tie-In)
Wild and restless, Kyle Donovan has freed
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himself from the constraints of his family's highpowered gem-trading empire to rove the world
as a treasure hunter. Now the president of
Donovan International has given Kyle an
assignment with explosive ramifications. A
casehe must take. When one of China's legendary
cultural treasures isstolen, Lianne Blakely, a
mysterious and beautiful jade expert, is accused
of the theft. Its Kyle's job to get to the bottom of
what could be a potential disaster for the
Donovans as well as Lianne. But Kyle finds
himself irresistibly drawn to the exotic beauty
and captivated by her fierce claim of innocence.
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Soon they are in dangerous pursuit of the real
thief, drawn deeper into the perils of spiraling
power plays, and linked by a passion as powerful
as the lore of the ancient culture and as enduring
as the splendor of the treasured jade.
Princess Annie sets sail on the high seas in the
sixth tale of the wildly popular Wide-Awake
Princess series.
"A stimulating, path-breaking text that stands out
as both an anti-text in the arena of cultural
studies and as a classic Marxist analysis of the
field of cultural critique." --Peter McLaren,
author of Che Guevara, Paulo Freire, and the
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Pedagogy of Revolution "This powerful book
confirms that Teresa L. Ebert is one of the most
significant Marxist theorists currently writing
about the humanities." --Barbara Foley, author of
Spectres of 1919: Class and Nation in the
Making of the New Negro In this study, Teresa L.
Ebert makes a spirited, pioneering case for a
new cultural critique committed to the struggles
for human freedom and global equality.
Demonstrating the implosion of the linguistic
turn that isolates culture from historical
processes, The Task of Cultural Critique maps
the contours of an emerging materialist critique
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that contributes toward a critical social and
cultural consciousness. Through groundbreaking
analyses of cultural texts, Ebert questions the
contemporary Derridan dogma that asserts "the
future belongs to ghosts." Events-to-come are not
spectral, she contends, but the material outcome
of global class struggles. Not "hauntology" but
history produces cultural practices and their
conflitive representations--from sexuality, war,
and consumption to democracy, torture,
globalization, and absolute otherness. With close
readings of texts from Proust and Balzac to
"Chick Lit," from Lukács, de Man, Deleuze, and
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Marx to Derrida, Žižek, Butler, Kollontai, and
Agamben, the book opens up new directions for
cultural critique today.
Jill Breck was just doing her job as a river guide
when she saved the life of Lane Faroe, son of two
of St. Kilda Consulting's premier operators. But
when a string of ominous events—including a
mysterious fire that kills her great-aunt and a
furor in the Western art world raised by a dozen
Breck family paintings—culminates in a threat to
her life, Jill reluctantly calls in a favor. Zach
Balfour works part-time as a consultant for St.
Kilda. His expertise is gathering and analyzing
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information from unlikely and often dangerous
sources. Though he's got the skills to be a highly
effective bodyguard, being a bullet catcher isn't
his preferred way to spend time. Protecting Jill
will take him into familiar territory—among a
strange, savagely competitive bunch of collectors
who'll do anything to stay at the top. But Jill is in
deeper waters than she's ever known; as she
soon discovers, the perils of running wild rivers
are tame compared with the hidden dangers in
the high-stakes game of art collecting. From the
cozy rooms of the Breck homestead cabin to the
cold multimillion-dollar galleries of the Western
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art circuit, Zach and Jill must race against time
to unmask a ruthless killer hidden in a blue
smoke of money, threats, lies, and death. . . .
Pearl in the Mist
Other Gods
An American Legend
Eden Burning
Pearl Cove

The heir to Galveston's leading
financial dynasty, Oliver Chancellor is
content with his destined future--a
place in his family's bank and an
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engagement to a prim debutante--until
he encounters the beautiful and
passionate Rory St. Claire, a fiery
young woman who turns his life upside
down. Original.
The story of an American, native of
Peking, and his American bride.
From the USA Today bestselling "master
of witty banter" (Entertainment Weekly)
comes a hilarious and heartwarming
romance about a big city doctor who
never expected to find the man of her
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dreams in the tiny town of Matchmaker
Bay. Dr. Nora Walsh has just been
dumped in spectacular fashion, making
it the perfect time for a major life
change. She figures taking over the
medical practice in tiny Matchmaker Bay
for a couple of years will help her get
over her broken heart, and then she can
head back to the big city. But when the
first man she sees looks like a
superhero god, she wonders if maybe
there's something to small-town living
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after all. Jake Ramsey also has a
broken heart -- one he never expects to
heal. He doesn't need people anyway and
is content hiding out in his secluded
cottage on the beach. But after helping
Nora with a medical emergency, he finds
himself opening up to the witty,
warmhearted doctor. Soon the local
matchmakers are working overtime to
pair them off, and Jake begins to
wonder if his campaign to get Nora to
stay is for the town or because he
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can't bear the thought of her leaving.
When autumn arrives in Frederickport,
it brings surprises—some welcomed.
Meanwhile, the residents of Beach Drive
learn there are some things more
frightening than ghosts.
Professor Duden 21st c
An Annotated Guide to Sequels
Theodore and the Scary Cove
The Ghost of Christmas Secrets
Bully Big Mouth
Life is about to change for Brian Henderson, now
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that he knows the secrets of Beach Drive.
Unbeknownst to Brian and the others, they have
brought something else home with them after their
misadventure in the forest. The spirit of a mountain
man has followed them to Frederickport with a
secret of his own.
A GUIDE TO BEEN A DUDE IN THE 21ST CENTURY
NEW WORLD AND MAKING YOUR MARK
In book eight of the Tales of Sasha series, Sasha
throws a party for the horses of Verdant Valley and
Crystal Cove!
Sexy, bad-boy chef Adrian St. Claire has never had a
woman say no, until he attempts to charm Jackie
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Taylor, the owner of the Pirate's Pleasure cruise
ship, into helping him find a legendary heirloom on a
sucken ship in cove of Pearl Island. Original.
Jade Island
The Ghost and the Mountain Man
Too Hot to Handle & Sweet Wind, Wild Wind
The Ghost Who Lied
The Ghost of a Memory
Ages ago, when Aom-igh was threatened by
darkness, the dragons granted a powerful gift to
King Llian. However, fearing that it would fall
into evil hands when he died, the king hid the gift
and it has lain undisturbed for half a
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millennia.Now Aom-igh is in danger again, and it
is up to the Princess Kamarie; her eccentric
maid, Darby; and the squire Oraeyn to seek out a
way to save their kingdom. Their journey will
take them far from home and close to danger,
but if they succeed, they will join two worlds
together.
Paradise calls to Chase Wilcox. A man of science,
escaping the destruction of his own personal
world, he is drawn to the lush beauty of the
island of Hawaii and the secrets it holds. Here he
intends to immerse himself in his work . . . and
somehow heal and forget. A research assistant,
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an artist, and a dancer, Nicole Ballard also hides
a secret pain. Together on an important scientific
project in the moist, verdant heart of a tropical
wonderland, both she and Chase will be forced to
confront their own lingering inner darkness. But
in the shadows of Mount Kilauea, a passion that
burns like fire will erupt, as unpredictable and
dangerous as the living volcano, transforming the
very landscape of their lives. A classic story of
desire, hope, and dangerous destiny from the
incomparable New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Elizabeth Lowell
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